Time dependence of lung mechanics in preterm lambs.
The passive exhalation flow-volume plots of preterm lambs exhibit curvature. To explain this curvature, we proposed two mathematical models that could predict the measured passive exhalation flow-volume data well. One model takes into account the flow and volume dependence of resistance and compliance. The second model emphasizes the time dependence of lung mechanics and considers the respiratory system viscoelastic properties and the analogy of the lung to two electronic resistor-capacitor circuits connected in parallel. We attempted to determine which of the two models is more valid by analyzing passive exhalation flow-volume data that were obtained while briefly obstructing flow midway through deflation. In 14 preterm lambs (130 d gestation), the flow of exhaled gas increased from 76 +/- 35 mL/s when measured just before obstruction to 90 +/- 30 mL/s when measured immediately after release of the obstruction (p less than 0.0001). This finding suggests that a time-dependent phenomenon was taking place during obstruction and is inconsistent with the model based upon the flow and volume dependence of resistance and compliance. We made similar measurements in four near-term (143-146 d gestation) and four full-term lambs (9-12 d of age). Their flow-volume curves were relatively linear, and they showed no increases in flow after removal of the obstruction. The results of this study strongly suggest that time-dependent phenomena caused the curvilinearity in the passive exhalation flow-volume plots of preterm lambs. We suspect that the time-dependent phenomena is associated with the premature lung and with parenchymal lung disease.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)